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ABSTRACT

This paper describes two research projects in the
anthropology of landscape architecture design which show'that
"professional culture" restrictions often prevent anthropologists
from putting their'theories,into practice. The first research project
'vrew out of the authdr's assUktption that landscape architecture
atuden'ts were not producing socially relevant designs because the
information they had about the users, was. incorrect or inaccurate. The
author analyzed the processes used,by architecture students who had
to define for the residents of a local urSan neighborhood how an
abandoned park could be tevitalizedto meet their needs. The students
did not produce designs for a park that the community would like. The
reason was not inadequate data, however, but the professi.onalization
of(/the student. The qualitative methods of anthropology created a
cUltural description of what the community desired. The students,
hoWever, used books of landscape requirements and asked their faculty
for,assistante in de loping.their design. Inthe second research
project the author di
\41 a content analysis of.the jOurnal "Landscape
Architecture" to determine theadimensions of professional culture as
a barrier to the integration of theory and practice. Journals from
.every fifth year from 1910 'to the present wet-e evaluated. The data
; did not describe a linear development of'the field as expe5fted.
A4Onstead the author founds congruence and interlocking of
vocro-societal processes and the'development of the landscape
architecture profespi. The author concludes that as anthropologists
move toward an increasingly'active roledamong the applied social.
.
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.

:sciences, 'they must look for ,a meta:Novel of analysis that will aid
them in theirAle as social and cultural translators. (RM)
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Introduction

Anthropology

traditionally has held onto the academic

values .stance "that scientific knowleege requires a commitment
to objectivity, honesty, accuracy and hun)ility before the facts.

But these valuesireflect a social position in society,

the

pos,ition of'tfte.\institutionally supported scholar" (Rein 1980:362)

and this value stance often comes under attack as the an

mo /es to mission-oriented agencies to pursueapplied research
Theory in social science is an intellectual framewbrk
for the interpretation of evidence and the meaning of fact
shaped by .the environment of the academic disciplines and the
appropriate political ideologies (Rein ,L980:360).

Therefore,

whenlicientifically determined academic theory doesn't work
.

,

in an applied setting, the conflict is seen as a theory /practice

conflict, an epistemological struggle of-knowledge and action.
The ,inability of social science -to resolve this conflict is
1

'refleCted in the intellectual separation of applied and academic professionals within discitolines.

In the public arena,

social Scienceresearch programs in such areas asousing, family,
and'educalions have faltered and social redarch funds subsequently have beentcut.

In response to my own inability to solve

4

ada schism, I began an, applied research project on the anthropology of design and

p-

9/profession bf landscape architecture.

3

2
A

S

2.

The research began with the simple assumption that the
academic anthropologist often makes, that the reason landscape

4*
architecture students were not producing sociall(releva4vdesigns
<

was that the "information they had about the users was inco*ect or
..

,

inacturate.; there,forei my first project was a study of neighboihood

involvement in urban park-desi4n.
learned thab.my
.

.

te

Eheory".was wrong,

(

At its conclusion, however, I

that

the barrier to.socialI y

,

(

.

-

4

.

responsive design schemes was the'pro'fessionalization
of the
.
.

student rather than the inadequacy of the data.

The second
1W

attempt at understanding my Eheory/prfictice problem, then, was
the 'examination of the professional culture in landscape architecture as a barrier to the integration of theory and practice .

The .implication of thve study of profersiopal pltUre for
!v

.

aathropologists.is-that the discussion of theory/practice as a
direct relationship is impossible, since the "theory" which :we

use for practice is

a "cultural".framework ds well.

9

The analysis
v

of theory and practice of applied problems must alSo include a

metathedry ieVel in which the aator's.professional\cultural
framework conflicts with the lay or popular culture of the subject,
complicated by the values,, goals and objectives of the funding
.

agencyor 'institution.

.

As anthropologists, me have56-611,very

-''

,

perceptive about these relationships in the Medical context of
5

.,

doctor-patient interaction'and in the analysis of anthropologists
as gatekeepers to Variousiultlarail groups.

'But we have not turned

.4

our own analysis on anthropology as a "practicing discipline" with
its own "professional culture."- -The demelopment of professional
culture-separates the anti Topologist- from his/her subjects just

as successfully as the professional cure of.the landscape
architect inhibits a popular culture design.

It is a testipony

'to our cross-cultural method, however, that I rediscovered this

intracultural conflict through the study of another profession.
The remainder of this paper will present the two research
projects, a discussion of the research findings, and a conclusion
based on the applications of this research for anthrdpology.
Background and Professional Culture
I should take a moment

first, to define and explain my use

of the term "professional culture."

When I began this research it

was my intention to study the "pro*ssionalization" of laridscape
architects

in the process by which students are socialized into

the value and ideological framework of design practice.

I reviewed

the major contributions of Carr-Saunders and Wilson (1933), Goode
*

(1957), Wilensky (1964) ; Barber (65), Vollmer-nd Millst (1966),
A

Hall (1968), Parsons (1968), Friedson (1970), Moore (1970),

Johnson'(Z972), Larsen (1977) and Unschuld (1979) searching for
C

a composite scale oil sequence.

Instead of a coh4rent framework,

however, I discovered.tremendous theoretical disagreemenk and
,conceptual fragmentation, and rather than add yet another formulation

to the disarray, I decided to reconsider my own anthropological
conception of. the problem.

Following the suggestion of Greenwood

.

4.
..

.

.

that all professions seem to possess a dultuileyhich "consists
of its values, norms. and ,symbols" (1957:16): and,returning to

Parsons' concept of a'proeSsion as some order of')astery of
a generalized cultural tradition" (1968:536) I decided that
'

the term "professional culture", Was an-accurate description
of what many of 'the authors Were actually discussing.

Vbe

.

various characteristics of professionalization such as on4-n-k

Cation, ideolog', beliefs, knowledge, ethics, morality, and
1

community,'are also dimensions of culture,,and the use of the
...tenni professional culture does not restrict the Concept to a

developmental process, but does allow for the definition of

cultuial boundaries; intercltural interaction, specialized
language, and behavior.

The concept of professional Culture

.clarified the complexity of issues in the discussion of professionalization and.pro;tided a broader framework which en-

eburaged comparison with other professions and disciplines.
Research project' one:

Neighborhood Involvement in Urban Park Design

The fir;E research project in the anthropology of design
grew ()fat of my belief that better design could be accomplished

k

4.

if it indorporatp an understanding of the public's needs apd'
'it

desires.

'

'.

Ali pportunity to test this idea. was presented through

...

a landscape design studio on an abandoned urban park in Camden,
New Jerbey.

Farnham Park was first designed and built in 1904

)
as a classic, Olmstedian park in the then flourishing city of
IP
o

Camden fontheworXers of the Campbell 'soup Company and

a

f

I

5.

population moved to the New Jersey suburbs, the park also deer7

iorated, becoming a site for refuse and dumping, and unsafe
for local inh/bitants.

The research problem was to define,

for,the.residents of the local neighborhood, Pdrkside, arrd,for
V

4

.

the` city lind county of Camdeh, how this p?rk could be revitalized

Eo become a park congruent with the .current community .needs

considering the specific opportunities, constrai ts, qualibies.

of the site.

.

This question was addressed throug t a research

phase and program development, and responded,to through a sketch
plan and fi.nal park design.

4
The social investigation was organized around four'data

collection teams each assigned a different kind of analysis of

Si

the site and a list of research objectives:
Team 1.

40,

Demographic analysis:

a.

Size and, composition of present and tature population

b.

Analysis of economic,:sociat and political structure

Team 24

Indirect analysis:

a.

Past spatial b7havior

b.

Evidence of dysfunction related to locality

c.

Con4ent analysis

d.

Literature search

Team 3.
a.

Direct Obsefvation:
Movement patterns

2

Localized 6ehaIior
c,

Specialized behaviors

A.

Response.to idterventid
bireCt Comm nication:

Team 4.

P

Decriptiori of consti uents

b..

Spatial images

c.

Temporal images

d.

Currentsiaptial behavior

e.

PrOlewidentification

f.

Past mem9ries

0

g. t'redictions and preferences
In addition, to these analytic tasks, each student

kept fieldnotes and sketches of their reactions, to their

first encounter with the community. 'The collected data
1
A

,

reflected a-number of fl.eld techniques which.generated a

.

cultural description based on the reoccurring patterl)of
V
This redundo is from each of, the different methods.
dancy of information, or' trangulation

4

./

11,

7.

of measyrement, obtained by

timethod approach increased the

confidence of the research'results_(Webb et al, 1966).- Each
,

o

steam

discription of Farnhaffi Park'mddinedi correctedsand ultimately,

combined with

he results agreed upon by the entire group
.

The demographic and indirect analysis produded a description N
saf Parkside as a predominantly black weighbbrhood of 7348 persons
o

with a mean income of $9,486, increasing violent crime and teen -age
uftemplOyment.0 The population of Parkside- has grown 12%, increasing

the number of sch of age children, while core services have decayed:
.

.

About 50% of the surrounding hbusing units are over 60 years of
age apd about *55 °/g are owner-,occupied.

(140.7.1981)

The direct observation team collected data ion the location of

litter, intensive wear, user aCtivities and movement, traffic
(with a traffic count), hang-outs, landmarks and any other observable record of human use.

These data were\vmpiled into one map`

which was they used to locate problem areas.

These observation's

were later combined with the interview data to produce a social
use and constraints map for planning and design decisions;
The direct dOmmunication team produced two major contribntions:
1) a set of resident.profiles obtained from interview data, and 2)
a series of Before.,sand after drawings:and essays from children in

the nearby elementary and middle.schools,
drawings were organized to general
,ancl desired park functions.

Olte

The interviews anci,,

a mdtrixsof oJserved, reported
these materials weresaccompanied

by exact descriptions, of resident pe;ceptions of what a park should

e-and -some-indidation-o

) _and_de sign__

tt-

8.

h

1,9

w

elements (swimming pools, picniq table and

baLes).

Program development ,from the social analysis and research
phase-wa

facilitated by a rebrganization*of Clke students into

groups e ch

representing the dominant values of the majorsocial'

constituencies: the unemployed youths and teen-agers who use the
roads for cruising and the basketball courts to hang out; the
4

parkside residents who would like a nice, q.et picni

ark; .the

4

school 'administration and teachers who would lielh&-naUre center
and a controlled, educational environment; the young chli.lden and
6

preteens Who'like,go use the gYin equipment, but who are afraid of

the big kids; the city administration Nho will pay for park
4

improvements; Lad the county administration who will control
maintenance after the park has bden renovated.

Each group was

asked to prepare a sketch plan that wotd reflect the values and
interest of their constituents.

Thes$ plans were presented to the

class as a whole and then subjected to a group process aimed at

4

selec -ng

the

4

pointskof agreement and generated a

park

plan arrived

at through constituency-consensus.

The design phase consisted of

student translation of program

elements and their research experience with the communi ty into

physical Oesign proposals.

c

.

was fascinated by the variety of

qesign responses; even &lough every student had ehe same data
available and the same program, their responses were quite disparate.
Some had basketball courts, snack bars, Picnicitables, and tot lotto

9.1*

while othe(7 emphasized formal fountains, prominades and walk-

\

1

ways reminiscent of the original Victorian park.

It was at this

point that I iealized that the students lacked any concept of the
aesthetics and taste of the community .and that the detailed list%

of user needs and desires did not necessarily produce a park that
the constituents would like or understand.

The qualitative
/

methods of anthropology created a cultural description of what
rr

the community dsired, but the desi

program was interpreted by

the students through- their recently acquired professional vodhbuTaryf

,Students used books of landscape requirements and asked th6ir

faculty toguide them to the appropriate design forms, but this
4

professional guidance tools them even farther away from their
original community design goals.'

cluded that landscape values and perceptions areCreated
by two kinds of culture, the professional culture of landscape
archiz tecture, and 'the pot:44,1.er

and local groups.

or lay culture of communities,'users

These "systems of standards for perception,

believing, evaluating and acting" (Goodenough,7198l) are socially
enacted in the complicated practitioner-client relationship, and
,

in thb professional -lay conflict, over the control of knowledge,
4

power and pr6stige.

Professional culture is generated byte socikl-

izing pressure of accredited prOgrams ot landscape training, and

'inflences valueSand perceptions through the rules of apprOpriate
4

practice, aebtlietic decisions and ideological identification.

11

The

10.
popular cultural perspective is maintained by the, community rules

of appropriate behavior sanctipned by gossip and social interaction

whit are shared by the local group.

CopfliCt arises when

professional perspective of the practitioner excludes Eh

culturai realm.

public's,

The research illustrates, how the problem of

A
.

integrating social data .into design practice can be understood
as an in teTcu 1 ttlra 1 . con filo t be tween these two. groups

.

a

Research project two:

.The History of Values and Ideology in
' Landscape Architecture

e second,researN project, emerged from the first as an

inten4ive investigation of the piofessiorialCulture concept which
\

.

o

explords the nature of the "cultural" boundary between the profession
and the public.

The method imployed was the comtent 'analysis of

'the journal of the American Society of Landscape Architects,

*-

0

Landscape Architecture, from' its iMiteption in 1910 to Ehe present.

A code sheet of professional.cuLture dimensions was-developed
that included client sector (public/private) ;

time orientatiro<

(past/future); mode of profissiohalpractice (solo/gfoup,salary/
411

genealogy/educational status,. professional/political.ethics);
'.'ideology ( intuition /scientific- analytic /egalitarian /elitist /

\ exploitative/ecology-conservation/preservation), values (functional/
formal ae Ehetic/informal aesthetic); knowledge base (fine arts/
sardening/arChitecture/city and town planning /forestry /engineering/
.,...

,

agricclbure/regibnal plannieg/landscar,architecture/ecology/social,
.

.--

4,.s1

1,94-",..-2,1-

.

1

.

1...

Ityr.4nlere.r.-4-/s-mv4r11.1,41.4m4-10,- errimnr-wi

.

1-m-rtmt, -ermw

..

#4.1"1-0,

-.11m-r-ft-s-±m-1-0,-

.

:
.

,

,

,

11.

411'

.

'

,

.

.

60 'techniques (PlaigS/hard;surfaces/accessories/site-planning)i
'1

.'

4

. ..

'0*

:'conce2ns and problems a

ressed (parks - recreation /residential/

.

0

transportatiori/commerciall/cindstria1/4publid spaces/refamation/
theory- philosophy)

Three graduate students in landscape

.

.

'2
' architecture evaluated every 'fffth year of journal articles,

..

.

:'1

,--___-,-

.

..

___,

,

,

book reviews and advertisements along these dimension; the scores
,
.

:

t

,

., vete totaled and compared across years' to identifI*
y trends and
,

....

..,

abrupt shifts in 4irection*.- -The analysi6 presented hqe reflects
only ige coded articles. and book reviews'.

.The results, again, were nbt-what I had expected.
.

I had

thought that akconte-e-nt analysis of the dimensions of professional

Culture would produce a linear progression of increasingly
professionAl concerns, 'including a shift from private to' public

Work from gardening to city. planning and from an in

'

4

*

artistic knowledge base .and value .system to one based on analytic

and scientific procedu

S and data.
data.

.*e

.

The actual datalanwever, did

1

not describe A cumulative nor a linear development of the field.
4

In fact, the coded di

nsions appered,to change in response to

external societal concerns, rather than strictly professional ones.
ti

`State of tiolitical economy, as reflected in 'war and postWar.
Imp,

periods; economic growth and recessions, and cycles of.sOcial
optimism and conservatism best ,explain the variationtof professionAl
(

in teres ts.

I.

,.

.0.12.
111

(

For example, the shifts from a-future td.a past drientatiorr,

occur, inI925-40.remat in the futuremode fi:om 1845-1975 and
mturn to 5he past in 1980. ,The

.

hift from public to a private

,

v

client occurs ii 1935-194Q with the depressidai in 1955 with a
.4`

shoFt-lived recession and again returns ,with our current economic
".

stagnation in 1980.

follow the economic

The changs in

ideology and ,valuer also

ectory beginning with functional/preser-'

__,..-Lion concer,s, shifting to formal aesthetics and intuitilre
c

desigh with periods of economic decline,.andtheh a stxong shift
#
.

#

i

//

.

toanalytic-scientific and functional concerns during

world War II period until the present.

the

post

Across all categories,

there was, a return to a conservative, artistic, gardening

.dimension with increased concern for exploitative activities which
,

would expand Ehe profession in 1980.
Some areas remained.constant or had `A clear unidimepsional-

outcdme: educatioh consistently was the basis of status, plants

have been the dominant symbolic material, and the organization
of praCticewas. not an issue.

Furafer, about 1955 there is a,clear

change that remains in the identification of landscape architecture
as a knowledge ]laset and the appearance of professional ethics
discussions.

I had hoped to use brie contentIrialysis of Ehekandscape

Architecture journal as a meEhod for distinguishing professional
from= lay cul ural concerns, and in this way locate in time and

14

f.

ideology; the separation of aesthetic and political derisions..
Instead of a separation, I found congruence and an Interlocking or

I

13.

macro-socieal processes and the develbpment of the landscape
architegtalprofes'sion.

The examination.of the political economy

appears-to be the clearest indicator .of values and ideologidal
.as

.

Change.i

Discussion
Theser two research projects in the anthropology of design

(

forced me to reconsider tome of my assumptions abo
research and are theory/practice argument.

1) the

applied

I leaned that:

applidation of thpory to practice is an indiibect process

in which the expectod Outcome may be replaced by a new theore-tical
premise, rather than the solution. to the research problem.
2)

the subject of a study may not( be-the true object of investi-

gation, especially when ,-the context, client and outcome are

incompletely understood; and
0

3) -anthropological theory and method must be employed at two

levels ilany analysis; at the action lwel of the information
gathered and the knowledge obtained for a particular use, and
a-1!metalevel," as a running commentary on the macro-processes

which are also in-evidence, such as the

fundamental conlkict

professional and lay views of the world;'or the importir of
,political economy in the development of an individual professional
culture.

These insights gathered from research in landscape architecture
also can be interpreted as a drittique -of applied anthropological
theory and

pracc

a

0

14.

A

Applications to Anthropology
Ant hropoldig?ths always ,had a "professional culture" in
.*

.

,the academic sense of adhering to the rules and. ethics of the
.

-

scientific and 'humanit tic disciplines.

T ese rules and ethics

protect, the objectivity and Tenability of our work for an aca
/

demic audience and present a front' of selective "impartiality"
to those' who use. our 'onClusions:

1.

However; as we' move toward

an increasingly active role among thee applied social sciences
.

i.e., as we move from a discipline to a "profession," new
4
7
barriers to our clients/subjects/informants will form with our

changing goals and obje4ires.

Our "professional culture"

reitric Lions will become more observable as we, attempt to use
,,tra

our theories to did .dhe population, while being paid by another.
I,

These conftts in theory/practice will -become more complex as
I
.

,

we enter the applied, arena of multiple sponsorship.
(,kuggests

My research

that as anthropologists identify wi th a "professional

stance,- there will develop new barrier

to their source of

data, i..e., their accesd, to the shared lay/cultural knowledge

wall change through 'their identification with professional
N

goals.

This presentation tugges ts that we address ourselves

to these epistemological changes and look A a metalevel cif
analysis which will aid us in ppr Tole as social and cultural
translators4

4

15.

NOTES
1.

This section-of the paper diaws upon the data presentation

and conclusiong Previously reported in Low laal.

ps

2.

I Would like to thank Shirley Kessel, Ann James and Peta

Raabe for their tontributlorr as research assistanEs on the
A

dimensions of professional culture in landscape architecture.
This research was supported by the Center for Environmental
c

ditesign and Planning of the University of Pennsylvania.
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